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The blood-eyed giant ape looked at Yun chujiu with disdain. A weak little chicken of the fifth level of the 

Spirit sect wanted to trick it into becoming her Beast Master? It was simply wishful thinking! The blood-

eyed giant ape swayed its huge body as it approached Yun Chujiu! Yun chujiu was extremely anxious. 

This blood-eyed giant ape was the most troublesome demonic beast she had ever encountered. 

Although the snow wind beast she had encountered in the trial tower was also of a high level, it had 

been lying there sleeping, moreover, she did not have to worry about death in the trial tower. Now, it 

was no longer possible. Although she had a lot of super-grade explosive talismans, a few dozen of them 

probably would not have any effect on this blood-eyed giant ape. Although she had a lot of them, she 

could only activate a few dozen of them at a time. Before she could activate the next batch of explosive 

talismans.., this blood-eyed giant ape would smack her to death. Yun chujiu had no choice but to throw 

a bunch of explosive talismans at the blood-eyed giant ape. After that, she had Xiao Heiniao carry out 

the curse. Taking advantage of this time, she threw the remaining two explosive talismans and a few 

dozen explosive talismans at the blood-eyed giant ape. As expected, the blood-eyed giant ape was 

injured by the explosion. Its body was covered in blood, but this stimulated its male even more. It 

stretched out its claws and smacked down at Yun Chujiu. Yun chujiu did not completely dodge. Although 

she had relied on the jade token given by the dry old man and the seven treasures sky-shielding 

umbrella given by Dean Huangfu to escape the disaster, the jade token and the seven treasures sky-

shielding umbrella were shattered. Yun chujiu threw out the sticky silk net to hinder the blood-eyed 

giant ape’s footsteps. Then, she threw out a large number of burst talismans. The blood-eyed giant ape 

was once again blasted to the point of letting out an earth-shaking roar, but it still did not die. Yun 

Chujiu was forced into a blind spot by the blood-eyed giant ape. The blood-eyed giant ape pounded its 

chest and roared loudly. Damn girl, this was the first time it had suffered such a huge loss. Today, it had 

to eat her up. Yun chujiu really had no choice but to use her old trick. A large sack of chili noodles 

smashed towards the blood-eyed giant ape. The blood-eyed giant ape subconsciously used its claws to 

block. Boom, the chili noodles covered its entire body. The chili powder stuck to the wound on its body, 

causing it to howl in pain. Yun chujiu took this opportunity to throw a few small purple needles at the 

blood-eyed giant Ape’s eyes. This was the first time Yun chujiu had used her spiritual power to attack 

the blood-eyed giant ape. She had been waiting for this moment so that the blood-eyed giant ape would 

not be on guard. It would not have thought that her spiritual power attack was a small needle. When it 

blocked it, it would miss, only then would she have a chance to hit it in one hit. As expected, the blood-

eyed giant Ape’s eyes had been hurt by the chili powder, and the wounds on its body were also very 

painful. Therefore, after feeling Yun chujiu’s spiritual power attack, it only casually used its claws to 

block it, it felt that a fifth level spirit sect’s spiritual power attack could not cause any harm to it. The 

blood-eyed giant ape’s claws blocked a portion of the purple needles, but more than ten purple needles 

shot into the blood-eyed giant Ape’s eyes. Yun chujiu was overjoyed and quickly ordered the purple 

needles to explode. The blood-eyed giant ape rolled on the ground in pain. Yun chujiu obviously would 

not let go of such a good opportunity. She threw the supreme-grade explosive talisman at the blood-

eyed giant ape as if it was free. After a few loud bangs, a huge pit appeared on the ground. The blood-

eyed giant Ape was dead. Yun Chujiu was afraid that it would not die. She threw a few more explosive 



talismans and then collapsed on the ground. This battle was a heavy loss. The jade token given to her by 

the dry old man and the seven treasures sky-shielding umbrella given to her by the Dean were all 

useless. The explosive talismans were also gone. However, this was only the entrance to the ninth 

level.., could it be that she was going to die in this nine serene crypt? 

 


